
PAC 41 Close Out – Partial list, experiments requiring HDIce…. 
 
C12-11-111 
TMD CLAS–HDIce: SIDIS on Transverse polarized target 
B 
 
C12-12-009 
Dihadron CLAS-HDIce: Measurement of transversity with dihadron  
production in SIDIS with transversely polarized target 
B 
 
C12-12-010 
DVCS CLAS–HDIce: DVCS at 11 GeV with transversely polarized target using  
the CLAS12 Detector 
B 
 
Plus shameless plug for injector experiment…. 
 
E12-13-005 
Bubble Chamber: Measurement of 16O(3,±)12C with a bubble chamber and a  
bremsstrahlung beam 
INJ 
 
 

Message: Injector Test Cave Upgrade is important for CEBAF.   Lab 
Management supports (mandates) this work (i.e., there’s a charge code!) 
 
We promised Andy beam two years from start of project.  Beam on HDIce 
February 2016 
 
Everyone is busy 
 
Yes, there’s a charge code, but shoe string budget.  Must rely on hand-me-
downs, spares, etc.,  Frugality encouraged. 
 
 
  



Help us refine these lists: 
 
Facilities  
    
1. penetrations in roof, remove the triangular shaped kneewall, remove 

concrete block at west end of cave 

2. design the new space where HDIce will live, move the electric panel to a 

better spot  

3. design appropriate labyrinth entry/exist ways, Rad Con approved  

4. a suitable "hole" between the new and old space, Rad Con approved  

5. all the necessary utilities for the new and old space: electricity, water, 

ventilation  

6. electricity above the cave for our racks, water to the klystrons and HPA 

 

 
Engineering  
 
1. cryo (supply and return lines to the spare 1/4 cryomodule, controls, 

HDICe needs some LHe, too)  

2. RF systems:  drive laser, buncher, the old 1497 MHz choppers with 

350kV beam, 1/4 CM including klystrons and waveguides  

3. I/C: valves, viewers, bpms, harps, current monitoring on apertures  

and dumps, controls and cabling, racks above cave, what else?  

4. magnets: installation and cabling, fabrication (hopefully copies of 

existing designs), mapping  

5. mechanical design, we need parts made, a long beamline and 

something to hold it up in the air  

6. SSG: ODH and PSS 

7. Installation of big equipment, survey and alignment  



~ Schedule: 

 

Clean out space        (Feb 2014) 

Concrete work at Cave 1: penetrations, knee-wall removal    

Build, commission 350kV gun at FEL GTS          (in progress) 

Design and build beamline from 350kV gun to 1/4CM  (now) 

Design beamline from 1/4CM to HDIce (parts list complete) 

Cryo supply and return lines? 

Install 1/4CM         (Dec 2014)  

Racks above cave, begin populating racks with electronics 

Outfit new control room 

Design and build Cave#2           (complete by summer 2015?) 

Build the beamline from 1/4CM to HDIce    (Fall 2015) 

PSS/ODH installation       (Fall 2015) 

Beamline under vacuum, finish connecting components   (Fall 2015) 

Implement Software control      (Fall 2015) 

1/4CM cold, make beam, commission beamline   (Dec 2015) 

       

 


